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Abstract: We describe current developments of Corpus2Wiki. Corpus2Wiki is a tool for generating so-called Wikiditions out of text corpora. It provides text analyses, annotations and their visualizations without requiring programming or advanced computer skills. By using TextImager as a back-end, Corpus2Wiki can automatically analyze input documents at different linguistic levels. Currently, it automatically annotates information regarding lemmatization, parts of speech, morphological information, named entities, geolocations and topic labels based on the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC). Any results are stored and displayed by means of a modified and extended MediaWiki which makes it easy to further process texts and their annotations. The aim of this paper is to present the capabilities of Corpus2Wiki, to point out the improvements made and to make suggestions for further development.
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1 Introduction

According to Burdick et al. [Bu12], four activities of digital humanities should be technologically supported, namely curation, analysis, editing and modelling. In order to create a valuable and useful tool for this domain, these activities are taken into account in the development of Wikidition [Me16]. In order to further automatize the process of generating Wikiditions, we developed Corpus2Wiki [RHM18]. Corpus2Wiki provides analyses of input texts and annotates information about tokens, sentences and paragraphs of these texts. Texts and annotation results are stored and made accessible using the MediaWiki software. The annotations are easy to edit thanks to the use of an annotation syntax using the functionality provided by MediaWiki. That is, annotations are presented in an intuitive way, keeping the source syntax simple and compact for fast editing and further processing. Corpus2Wiki can be used for determining peculiarities of different texts about the same or different topics, entities, geographical locations etc.

Corpus2Wiki was developed on the basis of established components whose user interfaces were evaluated for their user-friendliness and iteratively improved on the basis of several
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evaluations. One of these components is MediaWiki, with the help of which users create and edit wiki pages. Vora et al., for example, evaluated the usability of Wikipedia [VKT10]. Based on such findings the usability of MediaWiki was further improved. The use of such properly tested and generally known components contributes to the usability of Corpus2Wiki. Further, Khemakhem et al. found in their study on NLP software that the vast majority of users easily manage to set up software tools with Docker [KHR18]. Docker provides a good basis for easy installation and configuration of NLP tools and is consequently used by Corpus2Wiki. In the version of Corpus2Wiki presented here, the installation, configuration and generation of Wikiditions is automated to the extent described below. Corpus2Wiki remains below the functional scope described in [Me16], but due to its automation depth it facilitates the creation of Wikiditions by far.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) now allows for processing large numbers of texts [HHZ10; Ke98; Ta13]. Corpus2Wiki automatically creates annotations of texts and performs preliminary analyses to support their further processing. For this purpose, Corpus2Wiki uses the services of Textlmager which provides various NLP components for several languages [HUM16]. Textlmager takes over the resource and time intensive task of automatic annotation. The results received from Textlmager are then imported into the MediaWiki database of Corpus2Wiki. In the current version of Corpus2Wiki, we improved its front- and backend by simplifying the installation and configuration, introducing a more powerful and user-friendly import procedure, and adding more text information and visualizations.

2 Related Work

Corpus2Wiki further develops the Corpus2Wiki tool of [RHM18] which is based on Wikidition [Me16; MWG16]. Web-based applications such as WebAnno [Yi13] and WebNLP [Bu14] usually provide easy setup and eliminate the need to maintain private servers. While these tools store the data in the cloud, Corpus2Wiki can store and manage all its files on a local machine. This may be desirable for users who prefer not to store files on a third-party server and may also reduce the costs of external data storage. Furthermore, WebAnno differs from Corpus2Wiki in that the former mainly address manual annotations, while Wikiditions are designed to provide many automatic annotations as a starting point for subsequent wiki-based annotations. On the other hand, advanced tools such as GATE Teamware⁵ or FLAT⁶ allow for multi-layer annotations and complex structural analyses. However, the installation and use of such sophisticated tools may require in-depth computer knowledge or additional training. Furthermore, some of these tools, such as FLAT, require a special input format (e.g. FoLiA). Corpus2Wiki offers a simple and uncomplicated installation through the use of virtualization software and allows the user to abstract from technical details. As it is based on MediaWiki, many users will be familiar with its interface. Therefore, not much training is required to operate the software.

---

⁵ https://gate.ac.uk/teamware/
⁶ https://github.com/proycon/Ćat
3 Implementation

We describe the architecture of Corpus2Wiki and its implementation. In addition, improvements compared to [RHM18] are highlighted. Corpus2Wiki is implemented by means of two docker containers. Docker, an operating system level virtualization software, is used to abstract from the user’s operating system and system environment. Using two docker containers as virtual environments allows the automatic configuration and customization of the virtual environment using scripts [Bo15]. Firstly, this concerns a MariaDB container that stores the analyzed corpora. Secondly, this refers to the Corpus2Wiki container, which provides import, analysis and visualization functionality. It is based on a MediaWiki container that is automatically configured and adjusted during installation and extended by a module for the import of corpora. This module contains a web interface and a TextImager client [HUM16], which is required for NLP. To make it easier to import TextImager results into MediaWiki, a module called MediaWiki Writer and post-processing scripts have been added to the TextImager client to convert data into a format that can be read by MediaWiki. In addition, MediaWiki has been extended with standard and custom extensions for annotating and visualizing annotations. Figure 1 gives an overview of the components.

MediaWiki was chosen as the core technology for storing, visualizing and editing annotations generated by TextImager. MediaWiki has an active support and development community and its user interface is familiar to many users [Ko17]. Its editing functionality is versatile and easy to use. This supports the further work with text corpora, which are finally released as Wikiditions.

An advantage of Corpus2Wiki is that it allows users to run their own instance of the software and store results locally or on their server. Installation and configuration do not require detailed technical knowledge for the average user to perform these actions, as Corpus2Wiki abstracts from the system running the software using Docker [Bo15]. This facilitates automatic installation and configuration and makes the software portable for a variety of systems. With this version of Corpus2Wiki, installation is as easy as running a
script; both docker containers are automatically set up and configured. Compared to the previous version, the number of steps required to set up the software was significantly reduced, while the range of functions was considerably expanded.

One focus of Corpus2Wiki is usability. To this end, the import procedure was revised and the command line interface (CLI) was replaced by a graphical web interface. This has a number of advantages: firstly, using a web interface requires much less technical knowledge and is more intuitive than using a CLI. Secondly, the new process is more flexible and configurable and can also be performed from remote computers. Lastly, since the entire process has been moved to Docker containers, it is no longer dependent on the configuration of the host system. This makes it more error-resistant and maintainable. The entire import process is automated and the complexity is abstracted from the user. With the new import interface, the user only has to interact with a simple web form.

Corpus2Wiki can display annotations at different levels: annotations on the word, sentence, paragraph and document level are supported (see Figure 2) (see [Me16] for the underlying text corpus model). A MediaWiki extension called Corpus2Wiki-Annotator was implemented to display graphical tool-tips and provide word highlighting. Since the extension is designed for use with attribute-value pair annotations, all such information can be displayed without changing the visualization component of the software. Currently, the TextImager client and MediaWikiWriter support lemmatization, POS tagging, tagging of morpho-syntactic information, named entity recognition, and topic labeling using the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) as a reference classification [Us18]. In addition, histograms displaying the distribution of POS frequencies are generated for each input text. Finally, Corpus2Wiki integrates GeoViz [HUM16], a software for displaying geotagging data. It allows the marking of all places mentioned in a text on an interactive map. GeoViz offers a variety of functions, such as displaying relations between events, persons and places. Currently, however, many of its functions are not available in Corpus2Wiki. In order to take full advantage of the functionality of GeoViz, the tool has to be refactored to work as a proper MediaWiki plugin.

A second focus of Corpus2Wiki is on facilitating the editing of processed texts. This is important because a flexible post-processing and revision are required to help ensure the validity of results of NLP in DH. MediaWiki already offers a standard editing interface and also tracks the history of write events. The challenge, however, is that annotations and the use of multiple extensions make the underlying text virtually unreadable for technically inexperienced users. By writing MediaWiki extensions, we were able to better support the visual representation of annotations. These extensions provide a simpler and more intuitive syntax for annotating and visualizing information.
4 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented Corpus2Wiki as a tool for the analysis, storage, visualization and editing of corpora based on the corpus model of Wikidition [Me16]. Since TextImager is used for NLP, a multitude of text information and annotations are generated by means of Corpus2Wiki. The underlying MediaWiki provides simple yet powerful editing functions for processing the resulting Wikiditions. Compared to [RHM18], Corpus2Wiki has an improved software architecture and automates the installation routine. The adaptability of its import component was bettered by software refactoring, as the usability was enhanced by a web interface. More information regarding morphological information, named entities and topic labels can now be further processed. In addition, two custom extensions have been developed for Corpus2Wiki that provide annotation and text highlighting capabilities, as well as the ability to display locations named in a text on an interactive map. Since Corpus2Wiki has a syntax that allows the display of annotations in the form of attribute-value pairs, it is possible to add corresponding annotations without having to change the code. The only change required is to update TextImager’s MediaWiki Writer to support these annotations when they are available through TextImager. Since Corpus2Wiki is based on MediaWiki, both standard and custom extensions for this platform can be used to further enrich the visualization of texts. Examples for additional visualizations are parse trees, relation extraction graphs or timelines to display the chronological order of text content as provided by TextAnnotator [Ab19].

As a wiki-based tool, Corpus2Wiki can be extended for many purposes. Using TextImager, it includes powerful NLP functionality, is open source, and can also be run locally on users machines. It is relatively easy to install and use, offers visualizations of textual information and allows quick and easy editing. For these reasons, we believe that its further-development has the potential to become a powerful tool for DH.
5 System Demonstration

The source code of Corpus2Wiki is open and accessible on GitHub: https://github.com/texttechnologylab/textimager-corpus2Wiki

A demo of a running instance can be found on the following website of the Text Technology Lab: https://textimager.hucompute.org/corpus2wiki/
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